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Europe is facing major environmental chal-

lenges which need to be solved. However,

from time to time doubts are cast about the

environmental ambitions of the EU. Are our

goals a barrier to economic development?

We need to take a new approach. Instead of

looking at environmental protection merely as

an expense - we should look at it as an invest-

ment and ask the question: how can we invest

to promote protection of the environment and

sound management of natural resources, and

at the same time create future market oppor-

tunities for environmental technologies and

know-how? How do we invent, develop and

deploy new technologies that underpin our

policies for the present and pave the way to

the future?

We need new, eco-efficient products and pro-

duction technologies across the board in

order to support the overall goal of decou-

pling economic growth from the use of scarce

natural resources and damage to health and

the environment. And we need consumers

and producers to acknowledge that they have

an important part to play.We all have to con-

tribute.

This publication describes ten examples of

efforts by Danish enterprises in employing

eco-innovation. The Danish success stories as

for instance development of wind turbines,

show that targeted efforts can result in envi-

ronmental benefits, jobs and new business

opportunities at the same time.

We hope that this folder will be of inspiration

to enterprises and countries throughout

Europe and contribute to the important task

facing us all: the implementation of the EU

action plan for environmental technologies,

both nationally and at EU level.

Minister for the Environment, 

Connie Hedegaard

Eco-efficient technologies - creating
synergies between environmental 
protection and growth
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Discharges of untreated wastewater, dumping

of toxic waste, and control of weed by persist-

ent chemicals were some of the problems

Denmark was facing in the early 1970s, when

the Environmental Protection Act – the

world’s first environment act – was adopted.

Today many of these problems have been

solved. This is not only a result of efficient

environmental regulation, political will and

substantial investments in purification and

clean-up. It is also a result of environmentally

friendlier technologies.

Often, the problems could not be solved by

means of known technology, and therefore,

there has been continuous research into and

development of new technological solutions,

based on considerations for environment and

resource consumption.

Innovative and visionary enterprises have cre-

ated and marketed technological solutions,

many of them breaking new ground – and this

has also contributed to improving the compet-

itiveness and the earning capacity of Danish

industry.

The vision was and still is that Danish know-

how on environment and technology is to be

developed in cooperation between Govern-

ment authorities, research institutions and

enterprises.

The Government and the authorities make

sure that legislation sets out clear targets and

frameworks for efforts within important, high-

ly prioritised environmental problems. The

knowledge institutions provide the scientific

basis. And the enterprises develop the tech-

nique and bring it on the market.

In other words, strict environmental legislation

and economic growth do not conflict with

each other – on the contrary, they go hand in

hand, thus contributing to pushing Denmark

into the knowledge society of the future.

Tangible examples are numerous:

• Denmark has, as one of the only OECD

countries, maintained the same gross ener-

gy consumption since 1985, in parallel with

a more than 25 per cent economic growth.

This is first of all the result of the use of

more efficient energy technologies. Each

year the Danish power sector exports ener-

gy-saving technologies worth about euro

1.3 billion.

• Since 1985 Denmark has reduced overall

emissions of CO2 – a unique achievement

in the OECD, and also as a result of the

successful development of renewable ener-

gy. Today, 15 per cent of the Danish power

consumption is based on wind turbines.

Annual exports of wind turbines amount to

approx. euro 2 billion.

The Danish way – environment and
technology go hand in hand

4
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• Spreading of chemical substances has been

reduced by means of targeted development

of environmentally friendlier technologies.

Focus has been on replacement of unde-

sired chemicals, such as lead, mercury and

CFC, with environmentally safer alterna-

tives. Environmentally friendlier systems

for treatment of waste, wastewater and

smoke have also been developed.

• The Action Plans for the Aquatic Environ-

ment I and II have lowered the environ-

mental impact from the nutrients nitrogen

and phosphorus by 50 per cent. The recent

Action Plan III, covering the period 2005-

2015, will bring us even further, among

other things as a result of biotechnological

research.

Problems still remain, to be solved in Den-

mark and globally, and therefore everything

indicates that demand for unique environ-

mentally friendly and resource-saving tech-

nologies will increase. Not only in Denmark,

but worldwide. Markets are growing rapidly.

Together, China, Russia,Vietnam and Poland

represent almost half the world’s population.

They, too, are asking for – and have a right to

– a high standard of living.

There is a large and constantly increasing

need for high-quality environmentally safer

technologies. As we have seen in Denmark,

there is a great potential for increasing pros-

perity and the number of knowledge-based

jobs. And, at the same time, for creating

growth without unacceptable impacts on the

environment.

The national authorities and the EU are play-

ing an important role in efforts to promote

the technological development, by setting out

long-term environmental objectives that may

point out sectors where there is a need for

efforts by researchers, product developers and

enterprises.

The authorities (and the EU) must promote

the implementation of environmental tech-

nology through regulation, and can do so by

an appropriate combination of legislation,

economic and voluntary instruments, adapted

to the problems being faced today. Exactly

the way it has been done in Denmark.
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Applications of enzymes are characterised by

inherently cleaner processes with less waste

and less impact on the environment and, if

taken to the full potential, they can improve

industrial production along all three dimen-

sions of sustainable development: environ-

ment, society and economy.

“We integrate environmental concerns when-

ever we develop a new enzyme.We look at the

markets, what we can do technologically, and,

of course, where are the possible outlets. It

goes without saying that we have to make

money on the products we develop”, says

Kirsten Stær, Director External Affairs at

Novozymes.

Since the 1950s Novozymes has developed

enzymes to improve animal feed, foodstuffs

and detergents, as an alternative to hazardous

chemicals in industrial processes, or to con-

vert waste into bio-fuel. In step with the tech-

nological development, Novozymes has devel-

oped its products continuously, and today

Novozymes is one of the world’s leading com-

panies within its field, with a market share of

approx. 40 per cent.

One of the applications where addition of

enzymes has made a real difference is the

aquatic environment. By way of illustration,

Enzymes enhance the environment

6
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by adding the enzyme phytase to animal feed,

the amounts of phosphorus excreted by the

animals can be significantly reduced”, says

Kirsten Stær.

Phosphorus is one of the nutrients that are

essential for building strong bones. A major

part of the naturally occurring phosphorus in

cereals and seeds is stored by the plants as

phytate or phytic acid. The phytate-bound

phosphorus is largely unavailable to monogas-

tric animals such as poultry and pigs. These

animals simply lack the enzyme needed to

break it down. As a result, the phytate passes

straight through their digestive system and is

excreted.

Animal feed producers and farmers must

therefore add phosphate to pig and poultry

feed, and for many years this has been done

by adding inorganic phosphates to the feed.

In this way the animals get sufficient phos-

phorus, but the large amount of phytate is 

still excreted with the manure into the 

environment.

This may have a very negative impact on the

environment, since excessive phosphorus

released into e.g. lakes and streams may cause

oxygen depletion.

“By adding the enzyme phytase to the animal

feed, farmers get a double effect. The phytase

makes the naturally occurring phosphate in

grain more available, which allows the farmer

to reduce or eliminate the addition of inor-

ganic phosphates. At the same time the phy-

tase reduces the amount of phytate in manure

and reduces the environmental risk of having

excessive amounts of phosphorus in the envi-

ronment. Especially in areas with intensive

livestock production this is an optimal solu-

tion”, says Kirsten Stær.

Novozymes, Bagsværd

3900 employees        .  

Aquatic environment

Denmark has drawn up three action plans for

the aquatic environment. The first two in 1987

and 1998 halved discharges of nitrogen and

phosphorus from agriculture. But more was

needed to safeguard the aquatic environment in

Denmark, and therefore Action Plan for the

Aquatic Environment III has been prepared for

the period 2005-2015. 

A new approach adopted in the plan is the set-

ting of a 50 % reduction target for the annual

surplus of phosphorus in Danish agriculture.

This target will be achieved by a tax on addition

of mineral phosphorus to animal feed, and by

research to secure better utilisation of the natu-

ral phosphorus content in animal feed. It is also

a target to reduce the discharges of phosphorus

from agriculture, which will be achieved for

instance by crop-free buffer zones. 

However, the targets would not have been realis-

tic, had it not been for the efforts made by Dan-

ish industry working in the field of biotechnology

and their contributions to the development of

environmental technology underpinning the

Action Plan III. The new Action Plan is based on

the two previous plans, and also sets targets for

nitrogen reduction, protection of vulnerable

nature, and strengthening of organic production.

7
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“Toward the end of the 1970s a second oil

crisis threatened, and Vestas started looking

into wind turbines as a potential alternative

and clean energy source. Following a year and

a half ’s experiments,Vestas decided on a

three-bladed model, which was put into pro-

duction. It is basically the model we know

today”, says Svend Sigaard, Managing Direc-

tor of Vestas Wind Systems A/S.

In 2003 Vestas delivered 1369 wind turbines

world-wide, corresponding to a total of 1,812

MW installed capacity. In the course of a 20-

year lifetime, the 1369 wind turbines will help

generate around 95,241,000 MWh of renew-

able energy. The average electricity consump-

tion of a single Danish household is 3350

kWh, which means that each year of their life-

time the 1369 wind turbines will cover the

electricity consumption of 1,422,000 house-

holds.

But wind turbines offer even greater environ-

mental benefits. The same amount of energy

from a coal-fired power plant would have

meant that 52,164,000 tonnes of CO2 would

have been emitted to the atmosphere.

To achieve good environmental and competi-

tive results Vestas is continuously seeking to

optimise its wind turbines. To this day, being

in the front line of technological innovation

has been essential for Vestas.

“Naturally, the greatest technological chal-

lenge today is to design more competitive

wind turbines which will allow us to reduce

the price of one kilowatt hour. This would

make the wind turbines even more competi-

Power production without CO2

8
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tive compared to traditional energy sources.

With the combination of Vestas and NEG

Micon our development department counts

more than 400 highly qualified employees.

This means that we now have even better

opportunities for maintaining the technologi-

cal head start essential to our position as the

world’s leading supplier of wind power sys-

tems”, says Svend Sigaard.

wind turbines go off shore
Vestas’ new offshoot is so-called offshore

wind turbines, placed offshore instead of on

land as traditional wind turbines.Vestas is

responsible for the world’s first offshore wind

farm in the North Sea outside Horns Reef off

the west coast of Denmark.

The wind farm consists of 80 Vestas V80-2.0

MW offshore wind turbines, which generate

power corresponding to the total annual elec-

tricity consumption of about 150,000 Danish

households.

The Horns Reef project has given Vestas

extensive experience in offshore work. The

success of the project is probably the reason

why Vestas has been chosen to supply two

more offshore wind farms in England.

“We expect there will be a real market for off-

shore wind farms in the future. Looking

ahead five years, we expect offshore wind

farms to make up about 10 per cent of new

capacity installed,” says Svend Sigaard.

Vestas, Randers .

6700 employees .

Climate

Following the oil crises in the 1970’s, a major

support programme was launched to pro-

mote the investigation of energy sources that

could replace oil. One of the alternatives was

wind power, and from the end of the 1980s

wind turbines became an important tool to

reduce CO2 emissions from power produc-

tion. The programme supported research

and development, establishment, approval

schemes, operation etc. of wind turbines.

Today, wind power generates 15 per cent of

the Danish consumption of electricity. If this

amount had been generated in coal-fired

power plants, the extra CO2 emissions would

have amounted to almost 5 million tonnes

per year.

When it comes to climate issues, Denmark

is facing big challenges in order to meet the

obligations under the Kyoto Protocol. Den-

mark has committed itself to reducing CO2

emissions by 21 per cent compared to the

reference year 1990.

9
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“In northern Europe the requirements for the

content of freon (HCFC’s and CFC’s etc.)

and flourinated green house gases (HFC’s) in

refrigerators and freezers are very strict, and

our company is, of course, living up to the

standards. Therefore, today we do not use the

CFC gases at all. And instead of HFC gases,

we are using hydrocarbon gases as the cooling

agent in almost half of our products”, says

Erik Barington, Technical Director at Frigor

A/S.

HFC’s replaced the use of CFC’s in the insu-

lation materials several years ago, and, subse-

quently, HFC’s have been replaced with

hydrocarbons. The original phase-out of CFC

was made in order to protect the earth’s

ozone layer, while the most recent shift aims

at reducing the greenhouse effect.

Emission of 1 kilo of HFC’s to the atmo-

sphere corresponds to CO2 emission of 1.3

tonnes. Emissions of hydrocarbons do not

have negative effects on the ozone layer, and,

at the same time, only represent negligible

emissions of CO2 equivalents.

“All new development is within the hydro-

carbon gases, and to Frigor it is very much a

question of keeping competition from Asia at

bay. The best way for us to do this is to devel-

op niche products that are either technologi-

cally advanced, to a stage where they are not

mass-produced in Asia, or so big that it is not

economical to transport them all the way

from China for instance”, says Erik Baring-

ton.

Frigor’s primary markets for the environmen-

tally friendly refrigerators and freezers are

Denmark and Germany. As from 1 January

2006, all new refrigerators sold on the Danish

market must not contain HFC gases.

Frigor A/S, Viborg

200 employees   .

Strict eco-requirements pay off 

Fluorinated green house gases

The consumption of the fluorinated green

house gases (HFCs, PFCs and SF6) amounts

to approx. 700 tons per year (2002). The

actual emission of these gases corresponds

to approx. 715.000 tons CO2. In comparison,

the Danish emission of greenhouse gases

were 66 million tons in 2001. The vast

majority of the consumption is made up of

HFC substances, which are used as alterna-

tives to the ozone-layer depleting substances

(CFCs and HCFCs). For that reason, a heavy

increase occurred in the consumption of HFC

substances through the 1990s. The emission

has however stagnated during the last few

years mainly due to the Danish legislation

where a statutory order that bans HFCs in

new products was issued in 2002. In addition

the tax on import of HFC and products con-

taining the gas was adjusted in spring 2004. 
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“Our new traffic lights ‘Green Light’ reduce

the consumption of energy of a typical traffic

light by approx. 4,000 kWh a year, represent-

ing a cost of approx. euro 550 – compromis-

ing neither design nor safety”, says Poul

Nellemose, Managing Director of Technical

Traffic Solution TSS.

‘Green Light’ has revolutionised the Danish

traffic-light sector in merely five years, both

as regards technology and design. Replacing

ordinary bulbs, a series of diodes gives light

to the little green and red men. The energy

consumption of the diodes is about 8-10 watt

per hour, while lights in ordinary traffic sig-

nals use 27 watt. Money is also saved on

maintenance, because the durability of the

diodes is longer.

Also the safety of ‘Green Light’ is excellent.

The way the diodes are located prevents the

so-called phantom light that makes it difficult

for drivers to see whether the traffic light is

green or red. Phantom light is the culprit

behind many accidents, which may be pre-

vented by ‘Green Light’.

“When our company started, we knew that

we had to find something brand new in order

to get a foothold on the Danish market.We

put our heads together to come up with a

solution where the environment and safety

aspects were integrated in the entire process.

The outcome was ‘Green Light’”, says Poul

Nellemose.

The ‘Green Light’ is used in 15 cities in Den-

mark, and latest in the major urban develop-

ment project Orestaden at Copenhagen,

where modern and timeless design has top

priority. TTS is Denmark’s largest provider,

and has also started exporting the products,

with agencies in Belgium, the US, Norway

and France, and the company expects that

France will be the first successful export mar-

ket for ‘Green Light’.

“Even if the technology underlying ‘Green

Light’ meets international standards in this

field, we wanted to get established on the

Danish market first.We have done this now,

and are now ready to focus also on export

markets”, says Poul Nellemose.

Technical Traffic Solution, Odense

31 employees

‘Green Light’ all the time
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Danish pump producer Grundfos has worked

for a number of years to develop and market

pumps and pump systems, where advanced

technology combines with high energy effi-

ciency. One of the latest developments in this

field is the Grundfos SQFlex, a submersible

pump that uses renewable energy sources

such as wind and solar energy. It gives the

opportunity for water supply in remote areas

with no lacal hazardous emissions and no

emissions of CO2 in consequence.

The Grundfos SQFlex was designed on the

basis of more than 20 years of experience

with solar and wind power as well as input

from a wide range of customers. The pump is

equipped with state-of-the-art electronics,

enabling the motor to constantly adapt to the

current amount of energy, thus ensuring

operational reliability and efficient power con-

sumption.

“SQFlex is a new concept, where large devel-

opment costs have been incurred. Grundfos,

however, holds strong beliefs regarding social

responsibility, and therefore looks to con-

tribute to solving important societal problems

when possible.We therefore see the invest-

ments returning quickly at a social as well as a

financial level”, says Jens Ove Frederiksen,

Product Manager,Water Supply, at Grundfos.

across hill and dale 
for clean water
One of the numerous places where the

SQFlex pump system has been installed is in

the Mafeteng Mountains of Lesotho in 

southern Africa. Here residents of one partic-

A better environment 
all over the world

14
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ular village needed to trek 1.2 km to fetch

water for drinking and cleaning. A Grundfos

SQFlex Combi solution recently changed 

this. Previously, traversing the 600 m of 

rocks and red sandstone mountainside to 

the local spring each day to fetch water was

an arduous task.

Returning to town entailed climbing the

mountainside, only this time lugging the

heavy containers of water. Today, the five

solar modules and a wind turbine powering

the Grundfos SQFlex Combi solution bring

fresh water to the residents, enabling them to

concentrate on other duties.

environment and development
go hand in hand
“We’re constantly endeavouring to develop

and improve our products, enabling them to

enhance the global environment. Each time

we develop a new product, we open up new

markets. And this is also what business is

about”, says Jens Ove Frederiksen.

An annual production of approximately 10

million pump units makes Grundfos one of

the world's leading pump manufacturers.

In addition to pumps and pump systems,

Grundfos develops, produces and sells elec-

tric motors and high-technology electronic

equipment to make the pumps ‘intelligent’,

increase their capacity and minimise their

power consumption.

Grundfos, Bjerringbro

Approx. 4400 employees .

Energy savings

Lower energy consumption in Denmark

reduces impacts on the environment and

increases the security of supply in the longer

term. Therefore, energy savings are an

important element in overall Danish energy

policy. 

Energy savings have been achieved for

instance through energy labelling of build-

ings and energy-consuming apparatus,

through campaigns aiming at energy sav-

ings, through energy and CO2 taxes on ener-

gy consumption by households and the pub-

lic sector and through CO2 taxes on industri-

al energy consumption. 

A number of more energy-efficient techno-

logies have been developed, for instance

pumps, refrigerators, mechanical control of

engines for industrial uses, etc. As a result of

these initiatives, Denmark’s total energy con-

sumption has remained almost constant

over the last ten years – in spite of economic

growth.

15
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Each year Denmark’s largest manufacturer of

electronic solutions, Danfoss Drives at

Gråsten, send about 400,000 electronic

motion controls – frequency converters – to

customers all over the world. One year’s pro-

duction is estimated to save approx. 2 GWh

or 11 per cent of the total consumption of

electricity in Denmark, or six per cent of

Denmark’s total CO2 emissions in 2000. In

addition, electronic motion control in produc-

tion saves huge amounts of raw material and

markedly improves occupational safety and

health conditions.

When Danfoss started production in 1968,

they were the first plant to mass-produce fre-

quency converters. Frequency converters pro-

vide variable speed of electric motors, ensur-

ing that they are not dependent on 50 Hz

only, but may be adjusted according to the

need for speed or power.

“Without electronic control the engine would

be like a car with its accelerator bolted on the

bottom of the car, so that the engine is either

running at full speed or turned off, and you

will have to control the speed by means of the

brakes. It is evident that the resulting fuel

consumption is be considerable. A frequency

converter allows you to ease the pressure on

the accelerator whenever you wish your car

just to roll”, explains Brand Manager at Dan-

foss, Finn Märcher.

the development continues
Today, Danfoss is the leading supplier in

Europe of frequency converters, and also

among the leading suppliers at global level.

Two thousand employees are in charge of the

development, manufacture, sales and service

of frequency converters in more than one

hundred countries, half of them are employed

in Denmark.

As for computers, the development tends to

move towards smaller units with larger capac-

ities. Frequency converters are increasingly

designed to be intelligent, capable of monitor-

ing the processes they form part of. They

communicate with each other and with cen-

tral computers and control units, allowing

monitoring and trimming of even very com-

plicated equipment.

“When passing on information, the fastest

way is always electronic. Therefore, in addi-

tion to the 15-40 per cent energy savings that

are typically achieved by motion control, this

is an obvious tool to automate and make pro-

cesses more efficient. The information can tell

us when materials are moving on the con-

veyor belt and make sure that the rest of the

production is adjusted accordingly”, says

Finn Märcher.

Danfoss, Nordborg

17,500 employees .

Motion controls save 11 per cent of
Denmark’s electricity consumption

16
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“Only for newspapers and magazines” – this

is the text on the containers that we see in

almost every Danish backyard.We use them

to get rid of old catalogues, advertisements

and other printed matter, but much of the

material might very well have been there

before. At least when the paper comes from

Dalum Papir A/S, because the factory manu-

factures paper based on 100 per cent recycled

fibres.

“In the late 1990’s we changed our produc-

tion, basing it primarily on the production of

recycled paper, and today we are one of the

world’s leading manufacturers of white paper

with 100 per cent recycled fibres.We have

gained a strong foothold on the Danish mar-

ket, and we are exporting to the other Scandi-

navian countries, to Germany and to the

Benelux”, says Energy and Environmental

Manager of Dalum Papir, John Tang. The fact

that it is possible to manufacture white paper

that can be used for new folders and maga-

zines and not only for newspaper and toilet

paper, is due above all to the technological

development. New generations of machinery

for paper production are currently being

introduced on the market, and Dalum Papir

has exploited the potential of the machines to

develop new types of paper.

Generally, the company has been very far-

sighted, and – by integrating environmental

concerns in all stages of production – the

environment has become good business.

Thus, the 40 per cent production waste is

sorted and recycled to create a wide range of

products, for instance fertiliser, cement and

energy, instead of ending up as waste in land-

fills. Also the water used during production is

100 per cent recycling 
– and even better

18

Waste and recycling 

In 2003 the Danish government adopted a

new waste strategy, aiming at prevention of

loss of resources and environmental impact

from waste and decoupling the increase in

waste amounts from economic growth. The

aims will be achieved in cooperation

between authorities, citizens and enterprises.

Denmark has a long tradition for develop-

ment of the potential within recycling and

treatment of waste. Among the results

achieved in 2003 is that 66 per cent of the

waste in Denmark is recycled, 26 per cent is

incinerated and 8 per cent is landfilled. 
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cleaned and directed into watercourses and

streams. The products of Dalum Papir carry

the Nordic eco-label the Swan, and meet all

the criteria set by the Flower.

“We have a good business profile that we can

use for marketing, because we integrate the

environment all along, from fibres to the 

finished paper product. More and more 

customers demand that the products they 

buy must be manufactured with due consid-

eration of the environment, and our paper

products give us a competitive advantage”,

says John Tang.

Dalum Papir A/S, Odense

300 employees .
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For more than 50 years Haldor Topsøe has

been developing catalysts and chemical pro-

cesses. One of the technologies the enterprise

has developed for removing NOx from flue

gases by a catalytic process is the SCR

DeNOx . The first demonstration units opera-

ting on coal-fired boiler sidestream were put

into operation in 1987 and today, the enter-

prise is among the world’s largest SCR

DeNOx catalyst manufacturers.

“By reaction of the NOx with a carefully con-

trolled amount of ammonia or urea injected

into the flue gas and passing the gas over a

suitable catalyst, the level of NOx can be

reduced by up to 98 per cent, being convert-

ed into harmless nitrogen and water vapour”,

says Sales Manager at Haldor Topsøe Helge

Rosenberg.

The catalysts are installed, often combined

with technology, in a wide range of applica-

tions from large coal-fired power plant boil-

ers, to diesel engines and to small refinery

heaters.

As an example, Haldor Topsøe supplied pro-

cess technology for Allegheny Energy’s two

power stations in Harrison and Pleasants,

USA, where five SCR DeNOx units were

installed on 675 MWe boilers during

2002/2003. During the test run, more than 95

per cent reduction of NOx was achieved.

However, also other environmental effects are

gained.

“When the catalyst is installed in connection

with a waste incineration plant, advantage can

be taken of its ability to remove toxic dioxin

compounds almost completely”, says Helge

Rosenberg.

Haldor Tops0e, Lyngby

1600 employees         .

Catalytic converters 
reduce air pollution

Air pollution

Power plants and energy-demanding produc-

tion, for instance cement production, con-

sume large quantities of fossil fuels that con-

tain a number of pollutants, such as sulphur

and heavy metals. Sulphur generates sul-

phuric acid during combustion, thus con-

tributing to acidification of the aquatic envi-

ronment and damage to buildings and mon-

uments. Combustion also generates nitrogen

oxides that may be harmful to health, and

nutrient-low bogs are affected by excessive

amounts of atmospheric nitrogen. Therefore,

guiding limits have been established for dis-

charges of i.a. sulphur and nitrogen oxides.

These rules have furthered a technological

development within cleaning of exhaust air.

Removed sulphur can typically be used in

other production processes.
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“For the last five or six years we have really

got going with our sales of eco-labelled paints.

Painters are asking for products of a high

quality, not only during use, but also when it

comes to health and the environment. There-

fore the technical staff at our laboratory is

constantly working to further develop our

water-based paints, ensuring that they are on

the forefront of the development of environ-

mental technology”.

These are the words of Jesper Hougesen,

Product Manager at Beck & Jørgensen, sup-

pliers of building paints for professional

painters. The company that was founded in

1892, has been focusing strongly on environ-

mentally friendly products since 1992.

A number of the paint products of Beck &

Jørgensen are produced along the criteria set

for the EU eco-label, the Flower, and the

company uses the Flower label actively in its

marketing.

“The Flower creates credibility. Both for cus-

tomers and end users. It is one of the strong

elements in our marketing, and we are

focussing strongly on the environmental per-

formance of our company”, says Jesper

Hougesen.

control of undesired 
substances
However, environmental work at Beck & 

Jørgensen focuses not only the Flower crite-

ria. The company has also been certified

according to the environment standard

DS/EN ISO 14001, and has replaced raw

materials containing the endocrine disrupting 

Ecolabels give credibility 
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APEO (alkylphenol ethoxylates) with other

substances in 95 per cent of its paint prod-

ucts. Beck & Jørgensen expect that, by 2008,

alternative substances will have been intro-

duced in the remaining five per cent – and

this is one of the environmental targets set 

by the company.

“It takes a lot of work to replace the APEO’s,

because they are in fact the backbone of the

paint. They provide the paint with important

properties, such as durability, gloss and flexi-

bility. For instance, when changing the binder

of the paint, we must go through all our for-

mulas and change them accordingly – since

our paints must have the same high quality as

they always have”, says Jesper Hougesen.

The initiatives of Beck & Jørgensen have also

put pressure on their sub-suppliers in Den-

mark and abroad. They have been told which

environmentally dangerous substances Beck

& Jørgensen wish to get rid of.

“They know that if they are not able to sup-

ply the products we are looking for we will

find another supplier”, says Jesper Hougesen.

Beck & Jørgensen, Søborg

80 employees.

List of undesired substances 

About 10,000 different chemical substances

are used in Denmark, and some of them

may be harmful to health and the environ-

ment. Some are banned or regulated by

restrictions on use. 

However, many substances are used that

may give rise to problems. In 1998 the Dan-

ish EPA published the first list of undesired

substances, aiming at giving a clear signal

and guidance to producers, product develop-

ers, buyers and other actors, about reduction

or complete phasing out of problematic

chemicals at longer sight. The list has con-

tributed to initiating development work in a

number of areas, for instance the develop-

ment of alternatives to APEO in paint and

varnish.

In 2004 the Danish EPA published a new

updated version of the list of undisired 

substances.

23
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Supermarkets have a very important role in

motivating consumers to buy environmentally

safe products. They have daily contact with

the consumers, and they are best able to see

what the consumers want on the shelves.

COOP Denmark has developed its own green

detergent brand: Bluecare, which carries an

eco-label and, in a number of fields, requires

more in terms of substances contained in the

products than do the authorities.

“Our work is guided by the precautionary

principle, and this approach is displayed most

clearly to the consumers in our own products.

As opposed to branded goods, we are free to

decide what we are willing to accept for our

own brands. Often, the consumers do not feel

confident about chemical and technical addi-

tives. By making our own environmental

brand we give them an alternative, with a

guarantee that account has been taken of the

safety of consumers and the environment”,

says Mogens Werge, Environment Director at

COOP Denmark.

At COOP Denmark the detergent Bluecare

carries the Nordic Swan ecolabel. The use of

an eco-label on COOP Denmark’s Bluecare

detergents has made Bluecare the most sold

detergent in COOP’s shops. The most impor-

tant factors for its success were the National

Consumer Agency of Denmark’s test in 1999,

and the fact that the price, the quality and

environmental aspects were good. Ecolabels

as such are not enough, but they are a credi-

ble aid to consumers in identifying environ-

mentally sound products.

“Sales increased ten-fold when the Agency’s

test showed that Bluecare Colour headed the

list as regards environmental performance

and washing efficiency, while, at the same

time, being the cheapest. This is very clear

evidence that, if the products are functional,

and the price is right, there are almost no 

limits to the willingness of the consumers to

buy environmentally sound products”, con-

cludes Mogens Werge.

COOP is therefore also focusing on the envi-

ronment in a number of other fields. Among

the examples are that COOP only sells garden

furniture that is made from FSC-labelled

wood, that the supermarket chain markets a

brand of textiles without harmful chemicals,

and that – in its personal care products – it

avoids phthalates that are suspected of having

endocrine disrupting effects.

COOP Denmark, Albertslund

Approx. 22,000 employees   .

Consumers must feel confident 
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relevant publications 

Cleaner Products – New paths to competitive

advantage

Danish EPA, 2002 

Nature and Environment 

Danish EPA, 2003

Renewable Energy. – Danish Solutions

Danish Energy Authority, 2003

information

Danish Environmental Protection Agency

Phone: 32 66 01 00 

www.mst.dk/homepage

Danish Energy Authority

Phone: 33 92 67 00 

www.ens.dk

Ministry of Science, Technology and 

Innovation

Phone: 3392 9700 

www.vtu.dk

Further information
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